Videos of life in Sierra Leone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCK_9dcID7U - Lunsar Hospital

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_bC-mC54s4 – midwifery, VSO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEsOhHg4sno&t=27s – Cooking in Port Loko

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4cOs2vRJ-4 – rural and urban life in Sierra Leone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wP66Dhvvyxk – Comic Relief – 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0QZqtY0CSk – Africa Today – the politics of Sierra Leone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTqigosAlAM – a personal journey of a young woman to Sierra Leone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTxt-IkGHbU – the preparation of food in Sierra Leone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBfYzkJrJ2Q – the streets of Freetown

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEwsl1Zj5w – driving in Freetown – 2016


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8nDwZltJ1g – The new Kono road

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNOyp4spNJQ&t=23s – Sierra Leone – my beautiful home country

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxwUdy4iyvc – The road from Freetown to Kabala
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